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What happened?
A year of controversy preceded
Rives' retirement.
Page 3

ew president possible by fall_
rn may have its new presim place by next fall, if the uni's search runs like previous
bes the Board of Governors
conducted, according to BOG
llor Thomas Layzell.
ver, the search·process for
ent Stan Rives' successor
ot begin until the Board of
ors acts on his request for
nt at its regular meeting to
at Chicago State University
16.

es outlined a plan last month·
down as Eastern's president
y 31 and to retire from the
ity in September 1993.
though ·a campus advisory
· will likely be selected to
·pate in the search to replace
the committee's role in the
will be limited if the Board
vemors employs the same
being used in a presidential
h at Governors State
ersity, a BOG university in
spokeswoman Michelle

11 said Layzell will likely
guidelines for Eastern 's

tial search similar to those
employed during Governor
search to replace its retiring

• Local officials express disappointment about Rives'
retirement. See page

5.
president, Lev Goodman-Malmuth.
·These guidelines only allow the
university's campus advisory committee, which is composed of 14
students, faculty and staff, to look
at those candidate resumes Layzell
sends to it, to interview the candidates Layzell selects, and does not
allow the committee to rank the
candidates it interviews.
The same policy was used in the
selection of Rives to the position of
president in 1983, according to
Jeffrey Lynch, assistant dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and the chair of the 1983
presidential search committee.
Lynch added that the committee cut
the field of candidates from eight to
five and the committee sent a narrative of each candidate to former
BOG Executive Director Donald
Walter, with a narrative of each
candidate.
"I like the way we did it (nonranking system)," said Vaughn

Jaenike, dean of the College of Fine
Arts and a member of the 1983
advisory committee. Lynch added
that "everyone (on campus) should
be represented," in the s~ch for a
new president.
According to BOG policies,
Layzell is responsible for organizing and directing presidential
searches.
"" Governor State University Faculty Senate chair Barbara Conant,
who
chairing GSU's campus
advisory"ommittee, said the committee thatwill participate in the
search to rephIB.e. its retiring president has just bee~ identified and
has not begun wor~n the hiring
search.
She said Tuesday th.at she
believes the committee "should be
more than advisory.
"Yes, I think the committee
should be more than advisory. The
composition of the committee is
reflective of the constituencies that
are on campus," Conant said
adding the board's and the campus
constituencies' concerns are often
different.
"In the abstract, most academic
searches work best ... the search
committee works best with the
responsibility to look at all resumes
and rank them," she said.

i'

Fully packed
Angela Brown (left), and Kim Lotz, sophomore elementary education
majors, move their belongings into Andrews Hall Tuesday morning.

• Continued on page 2

tuden_t reactions vary Student senate men1bers call
Rives' resignation
Rives' resignation a ·'loss'

"From what I expetienced, I felt
university's administration
have been run a tad bit bet," Bresnahan said. "There has
a lot of nepotism within the
university staff, obviously
'th Verna Armstrong ... that's
'culous - those things should
be happening."
The <:ontroversy surrounding
'ves' administration hinged on
investigation last year into
ore than 25 hirings under the
urisdiction of former Vice
sident for Administration and
inance Verna Armstrong and a
ond investigation into Rives'
dling of a sexual harassment
omplaint filed by former ac-

countancy, data processing and
finance instructor Janet FrancisLaribee against Lumpkin College
of Business Distinguished
Professor Efrairn Turban. ·
Junior kineseology major'Matt
Vhrsar said he l!opes the Board of
Governors makes an educated
decision for the selection of a new
~tern president
.
~ think they should find some' body exactly opposite of Rives ...
S(>meone who's open and honest,"
~sar said. "He (Rives) handles
(the'~drninistration) the way some
athletic schools handle t,heir players -· with just 'keep your mouth
shut and let it slide,' and you can't
do that because everybody finds
out.
"I'm surprised he didn't resign
sooner or he wasn't let go sooner,"
Vhrsar added. "He (Rives) handles things terribly, you have to
admit that. Just the way he handled the thing with Laribee. That's
the main thing that sticks out in
my mind be<:ause I followed that
real close."
Sophomore pre-business major
Chris Alexander said Rives'
announcement to step down from
his position as of July 31 came as
a shock to him.
"There were things that sound
not that great about him, but I
have to say he really did a great
job with making fundraisers for
the school to improve the school,"

"Continued on page 2

By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor

With the announcement of
President Stan Rives' planned
July 31 resignation, student
leaders ponder the controversies
surrounding Rives' resignation
and its effects on the university.
While Student Senate members agree Rives' resignation
will be a "loss to the university,"
the future of the university
under new leadership is their
main concern, sa~d Martha
Price, student body president.
"It's going to be difficult to
find someone who is as concerned as President Rive~ has
been in the past," Price said. We
(student govt;rnment) will miss
him.
"I know it has been a difficult
time for President Rives," Price
said. "He had to deal with a lot
of difficult situations in the past
year. He has always been there
for the students. If it's his decision, we will support it."
Rives announced. Dec. 30 that
he will seek board approval to
step down as Eastern 's president
on July 31 and retire from the
university after taking paid
administrative leave and vacation until September of 1993.
He has served as Eastern's president since 1983.
Rives said he did not make

his decision to retire under pressure from the Board of
Governors and that his retirement does not have anything to
do with the controversies that
have plagued his administration
since October 1990. Price said
she believes Rives' resignation
is his own decision and is a loss
to students and the campus community.
"I feel like he (Rives) handled
the (Laribee) situation the way
he thought was best for
Eastern," Price said. "I feel like
President Rives' style of leadership was to give authority to
people und~r him and I think he
had some people under him who
he trusted and maybe he should
not have trusted them."
"I was not close enough to the
situation to speculate on the
(Laribee) case," said Brett
Gerber, chief of staff. "A lot of
people say he mishandled the
case and some people say he put
too much trust in his vice presidents and let the Verna Armstrong situation get out of
hand."
"I have really no comment on
that (the Laribee case)," said
Brian Riordan, Board of Governors of Universities student
trustee. "I don't know myself
who's right or who's wrong. It's
for the courts to decide now."
The News learned in early

December that Rives might
announce his resignation, but
could not confirm it at the time.
Price refused to comment on
when she learned of Rives' plan
to resign.
However, Gerber said he saw
it coming. "When you see a man
going through these personal
battles, and with the problems
that had surfaced, you had to
wonder when it (Rives' resignation) would happen."
Gerber said he was was disappointed when he heard of Rives
resignation.
"We (student government)
worked well with Rives," he
said. "I am disappointed that he
will be lea vin-s .. On the other
hand, we have·-t-0-bLoptimistic.
We have to ensure that the student voice will be maintained
and that we find a president who
is as open and receptive to student ideas as President Rives
has been."
"He (Rives) put it perfectly
when he sa'id the job wasn't
enjoyable~Niymore," Riordan
said. "W-hen you work with
someone as close as I did with
President Rives, you can see
he's not enjoying the job anymore.
"I Jnderstand his position and
hope we get a president as willing to work with students as
President Rives was," he added.
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New president
•From page 1
Conant said that according to the
search guidelines set up by Layzell,
the campus committee may look at
"only the resumes and material the
chancellor sends to the committee."
She said the chancellor does all of
the preliminary work in collecting
and sorting through the resumes.
Because the advisory committee
does not see all of the applications
submitted and only interviews the
candidates that the chancellor
selects, she said, "the faculty have
to trust in the decisions of the person or persons who are looking at
all the candidates."
Brazell said the campus advisory
committee would be "very heavily
involved (in the hiring process) and
(Layzell) obviously listens to their
recommendations."
Brazell said the chancellor must
submit a plan to the board for
approval of how he will conduct
any presidential search and of the
qualifications, experience and characteristics to be sought in the next
president.
Once the board approves a plan,
the chancellor is responsible for
advertising the position nationwide,
including in publications like The
Chronicle of Higher Education, she
said.
The chancellor also sets up

ONCAMPUS

guidelines for campus advisory
committees to aid in a search as
part of the plan.
In the Governors State search,
the campus advisory committee
"reviews the resumes of candidates
submitted by the chancellor and
advises the chancellor on such individuals whom the committee
believes are acceptable for further
consideration."
The committee then interviews
the candidates "sent to the campus
by the chancellor." During this period, the committee also sets up a
schedule for each candidates' activities while he or she is on campus,
"assuring appropriate exposure of
such candidate to the faculty, students and staff of the university."
Jaenike said he would like to see
a further step. "If funds were available a further step would be to send
members of the committee to
where the candidate is currently
and visit with the faculty and students there."
"That's an absolute first-rate
idea," Lynch said, adding ':but, I
can't see the board going for that."
After the interviews, the committee may advise the chancellor on
the strengths and weaknesses of
each candidate, but may not rank
them.
The chancellor then selects

Lunch Special:
Cajun Pork Tenderloin
w/fries $2. 49
$1. 25 Large Drafts

between three and six candidates
for the board to interview for the
final selection.
"We have been able to run the
presidential searches in the past in
about six months," Layzell said.
Faculty Senate chair David
Carpenter said the senate has discussed inviting Layzell to address
the senate on how the search will
be conducted. Because the senate
will not receive formal notification
of a search until the board votes on
Rives' retirement at its meeting Jan.
16, Carpenter said the senate will
wait until then to issue the invitation.
"It is going to be extremely
important that all members of
Eastern 's community take an active
interest in the selection of the next
president," he said.
Looking back at how the campus
advisory committee worked in the
1983 selection Jaenike said, "I was
satisfied with the results and still
am.''
However, with the BOG 's
change from an executive director
to a chancellor, "the system is different," Lynch said, and the role
that the advisory committee could
be very different than in the past
"Be assured that the new president
is one who is approved by the chancellor," Jaenike said.
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business building and rec center. They should try
to help out the other majors too."
Sophomore Matt Johnson, speech communications major, said he thought Rives' resignation
was bound to happen sooner or later.
"I think everybody makes mistakes, though,"
Johnson said. "But, I think the paper (Daily
Eastern News) kind of kept pushing him towards
resignation, as well as the Faculty Senate.
"I've read a lot about it (Rives' resignation) in
the paper but I'm kind of glad he's leaving
because it will give the paper something else to
write about," Johnson added.
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Student reactions
., From page 1
Alexander said. "He built the business school and
the rec center and did a lot for the campus in general. But as far as the teacher's standpoint, I think
he could have worked with them a little better."
Kristin Zozaski, sophomore business major, said
she was also surprised to hear of Rives' decision.
"It (the resignation) came so suddenly," she said.
However, Zozaski added that there are some
changes she would like to see made by the new
president of the university.
"They should raise some money for the different
majors, you know like how they built the new
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all began to come into public
in October 1990.
ince that month, Eastern 's
· ·stration under President Stan
, who officially announced his
gnation last week, has been
by controversies that now
to have peaked with the
cement of Rives' departure
the university.
n October 1990, The Daily
tern News in an article questhe hiring of Scott Walker,
of Verna Armstrong, former
president for administration
finance, to an area directly
Armstrong's jurisdiction at
lime of the hiring.
at same month, the Faculty
began an inquiry into allegas of hiring improprieties in
strong's office. Some 25
intments or promotions in
tments under Armstrong's
ision were questioned.
·ves was also under fire at the
for Walker's hiring and several
a result of the questions suring Walker's and other hir' the Board of Governors
inted Bloomington attorney
Yid Stanczak to conduct an
ligation into the allegations.
Stanczak report cost Eastern
his report, which was presentl> the BOG in December, 1990,
zak concluded that, while
ng did not violate any laws
university or BOG policies, "furinquiry" and action should be
into the 25 questioned posiStanczak said "poor judgewas involved in nine of the

rt, one employee was reprided and received a five-day
ion without pay and another
transferred.
In February 1991, the planning
ices department was moved
Armstrong's to Rives' juris·on with no explanation from
administration.
Then suddenly, in March, 1991,
trong left the university - with
year's pay - after allegedly
g asked to resign in February
Rives, but it remains unclear
er she left on her own or was
oved by the president. Armg left Eastern for a job in the
shington D.C. offices of the
erican Association of State
es and Universities.
ut the Armstrong controversy
just the beginning of the conersies that hit Eastern in 1991.

In March, Rives was criticized for
his handling of a sexual harassment
complaint filed by Lumpkin
College of Business faculty member Janet Francis-Laribee. Laribee
filed the complaint against Efraim
Turban, distinguished professor of
the college.
The case was investigated, again
at the request of the BOG, by
Bloomington attorney Mark Dunn.
In his report, which has still not
been released to the public, Dunn
supposedly highly criticizes Rives'
handling of the complaint. The
report alleges that Rives' handling
of the case was outside established
affinnative action channels and has
left Eastern and the BOG open to
"serious liabilities."
Laribee has since filed a suit
against the BOG and six university
officials - including Rives - in federal court, seeking approximately

~hi's

apartment tenants
oking for a new home

BY J.A. WINDERS
Ind CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Staff editors
The two tenants of the second-

atory apartment over Chi's bar
were uncertain Tuesday where
fley would live after losing their
borne and belongings in a
Saturday evening blaze.
"If they (the building owner)
can't furnish us a place to live
lben they have to give us back
ur security deposit and last
th's rent," said former Chi's
111artment resident Tim Qualls
Tuesday afternoon. "If they can
furnish us a place to live, we
llave to live there unless we
don't want to get our money

back."
Qualls' roommate, Steve Betz,
said that they were now "just living anywhere we can."
The fire took place while both
were still at their homes for the
holiday break. Betz was alerted
to the fire while the blaze was
still being battled.
"A guy I work with at Jerry's,
called me up and said 'your
place is burning as we speak,'"
Betz said.
Damage to the residents'
belongings range.ct. from golf
clubs and fishing equipment to a
television, microwave, and
stereo system.the bathroom.
Good thing we weren't taking a
shower," said Qualls.

$800,000 in damages. The suit
allegedly cites "sexual discrimination and retaliation arising out of a
sexual harassment complaint."
Also in March 1991, Charlie
Smith, the chief operating engineer
of the steam plant, resigned after
his appointment was one of three
the BOG referred to Stanczak for
further questioning.
In the midst of the Armstrong
and the sexual harassment complaint controversies, the Faculty
Senate on Tuesday, March 19, 1991
voted 13 to 15 no confidence in
Rives' and former Physical Plant
Director Vic Robeson's abilities to
effectively perform their duties.
The senate's vote was the first of its
kind in Eastern's history.
Following the Faculty Senate
vote, all eligible university employees took an April vote of confidence or no confidence in Rives

and Robeson. 9f the 60 percent
turnout, 53 percent of ei;nployees
expressed no confidence in Rives'
leadership, while 70 percent voted
that they lacked confidence in
Robeson's leadership abilities.
Students also voted on Rives'
administration in April. Of those
few voting, 72 percent supported a
Student Senate resolution that
offered "the continued support of
Eastern Illinois University's present
administration."
Robeson has since resigned as
physical plant director and has been
reassigned as assistant to Vice
?,resident for Business Affairs
Charles Colbert. Robeson resigned
after being given the option to
resign by Rives.
Also in April 1991, BOG
Chancellor Thomas Layzell said
controversies facing Rives hadn't
caused "irreparable" damage to his

presidency.
In perhaps the most recent con!roversy to make waves for Rives'
administration, The News reported
in June that the BOG assigned
Patricia Rea, board assistant vice
chancellor for legal affairs, to
review alleged hiring improprieties
under then-Vice President for
Development Stephen Falk.
The Faculty Senate in May asked
the board to investigate the 1989
hiring process of Arthur Rathjen,
assistant vice president for development. Carpenter said at the time
that Rathjen's hiring "seemed to be
another example of cronyism at
Eastern (and) circumvention of
affirmative action guidelines and
goals - a total disregard of affirmative action goals."

Orientation program continues
By ADAM McHUGH
and CASSIE SIMPSON
Staff writers

Tae Paataer Preview

tm~gratR

continues to offer several new student orientation programs as spring
semester classes kick off Wednes-

day.
Several activities are planned to
continue the orientation process,
according to Lynette Drake, Panther Preview coordinator.
One activity available for all students on Wednesday and Thursday
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. is the
"Adviser's Corner - Got a
Question?" This program allows
students to consult academic advisers on a variety of questions that
concern their academic career,
Drake said.
She said the office of orientation

and the Academic Assistance
Center decided to pool their resources and present a prograqi for
students with questions about several different academic topics.
"Some of the topics students
might have questions about are
major choices or chances, admissions policies for certain majors,
grade point averages and how they
relate to course work and waivers,"
Drake said.
Other subjects which students
may have questions about include
repeating courses, tutoring services,
General Education requirements,
academic rules, grade appeals,
course withdrawal procedures and
campus referrals, she said.
Students will be able to direct
their questions to advisers from the
Academic assistance Center beginning at 9 a.m. in the McDonald's

Panther Lair, which are the closedin glass meeting rooms in the campus McDonald's located in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"They'll (advisers) be able to
answer questions and put them on
the right questions," Drake said.
After orientation week is over,
the office of orientation and the
academic assistance center plan to
have an adviser available every
Monday on a trial basis throughout
January and February from 9 a.m.
Ul'ltil 2 p.m. in the . McDonald's
Panther Lair to answer students'
questions.
"We're hoping to continue this
through the whole semester," Drake
said.
In other events, two tours of
Booth Library are scheduled for, 7
p.m. Wednesday and. 2 p.m.
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Co0101ittee needs
to be part of final
selection process
With the announced plans for President
Stan Rives to step down as Eastern's sixth
president the search for a replacement will
not be an easy task.
The process is a combination of steps to
· provide the university with a qualified
president.
The system that was used to select a
president' for Govenors State University,
last year, . wiJI most likely be similar to the
·one u~~d at Eastern, according to BOG
• spokesvyoman, Michelle Brazell.
·. ·· The system calls for the chancellor to be
responsible for managing and directing the
-------presidential selection
process and requires the chancellor to
make recommendations to the board concerning the selection process and the qualifications, experience and characteristics to
be sought in a president.
On the campus level a campus advisory
committee will be set up. The campus
committee will be headed by a member
selected by the Faculty Senate who will
· serve as chair of the advisory committee.
In addition the committee will include
members from the faculty, administration,
students, Alumni Association President,
and civil service employees.
At the time of Rives' hiring the BOG
implemented a similar campus advisory
committee which had a large influence on
the selection of the new president.
However, the BOG was headed by an
executive director and since that time the
BOG has changed to a chancellorship.
The current chancellor, Thomas Layzell apparently will not distribute the same voice in the
final selection to the advisory committee, as in
the past under the executive director.
The BOG executive director gave the
advisory committee a large say in the final
selection process when Rives was selected
to the presidential position.
We encourage Chancellor Layzell to take
into serious consideration the recommendations of the advisory committee, who
represents the university, and allow the
committee to be active in the final selection process of the candidate who will be
Eastern's next president.

Televised trials trivialize timely topic
With a stomach craving for
death he has become the most
feared and repe/led man In
America. His victims were
unsuspecting of what fate /Jed
ahead for them as they entered
his life.
It seemed he could not be
stopped no matter how hard
anyone tried. But now he has
been stopped and ·only a team
Laura
of lawyers can prevent him
from killing forever. Tune in and Durnell
see.
Does this intro sound like a voice over for a llorror movie preview? Maybe it is for a sequel to The
Silence of the Lambs, Frida/ the Thirteenth, or
Halloween.
·
Actually my introduction is for an event in real
life. "The most feared and repelled man in
America" is not a fictional character although it
seems only something inhuman could kill in such a
grotesque way. Jeffery Dahmer is the Hannibal "the
Cannibal" Lecter of the real world, and the violent
acts he performed on thirteen men in his apartment
created national interest.
That morbid interest will be fed some more as
the trial of Jeffrey Dahmer airs nationwide this
month. The curiosity doesn't stop with newspaper
headlines and a People magazine cover. That curiosity carries over into voyeurism so we can view
Dahmer's trial in all its gore and bore.
Airing trials on television has become a nouveaupop culture of sorts. So far CourtlV is the only channel that has stated they will air Dahmer's trial. Law
is no longer meant to protect the Innocent, instead
it has evolved int<:, a form of cheap entertainment.
During finals week if you had a free moment
from studying or were laid up with the ' flu, you may
have caught CNN or CourtlV air the trial of William
Kennedy Smith. Technically it was an ordinary rape

trial, but the name "Kennedy" helped sell
alleged rape of Patricia Bowman as a melodra
soap opera and provide a seven-course meal for
always hungry tabloid media.
In some parts the trial became dramatic and t
le. Patricia Bowman, her face then concealed wl
grey or blue dot, cried on the witnesse stand
describing her version of events that late sp
evening. One couldn't help but form an opinl
Either she lied or told the truth.
In other parts the trial became comedic.
were they getting each other's names wrong?
it that hard to confuse the names "Willy "
"Michael" and "Patty" with "Cathy?" (Maybe
caught an episode of The Patty Duke Show be
he went out with Uncle Teddy.)
In all parts however, the William Kennedy S
trial was nothing but a circus sideshow for
American public. I admit I was glued to the
but the more I watched it the more I realized
the real issue at hand, the issue of acquainta
and date rape, became trivialized. The Smith
only added to the jokes already circulating a
what happened or didn't happened that G
Friday of t 99 t .
The News' managing editor Debbie Carl
remarked how the play-by-play commentary by
experts after each side presented their case
nothing but "football for intellectuals."
The minute there was a lapse in the courtr
activity the reporter covering the trial would c
back at home base with these law experts to
their opinion. What's next? Having superm
Cindy Crawford and Naomi Campbell comment
how well dressed the defense is and how do
the protests suit looks on her or him ...
Guess now It is only a matter of time bef
some more Dahmer jokes pop up.
Laura Durnell is a staff writer and columnist
The Dally Eastern News.

£dltorial

In the abstract, ... .the search
committee works best with
the responsibility to look at
all resumes and rank them.
Barbara Conant
' State
Chair of Governors
University's advisory .eommittee

---

---------

---·----.

Your turn
Columnist missed
true meaning of
Thanksgiving
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to
Debbie Carlson's column "True
meaning of Thanksgiving found,"
in the December 4, t 991 issue of
The Daily Eastern News. It is
unfortunate that Ms. Carlson
missed the true meaning of
Thanksgiving. Contrary to popular
belief, Thanksgiving Is not secular. The pilgrims gathered together to thank God-Jesus Christ- for
their homes, the bountiful harvest
that would keep them alive
through the winter, their families
and for a land where they could
worship him freely, and they
invited the Indians to join them.
History has be.en.• r~wfitte11 m~ny

times to exclude the Christian
basis of many holidays and historical events, including Thanksgiving.
Ms. Carlson, after you drove
by the man with the sign saying
"Will work for food," who was
standing in the cold by the side
of the road, did you Include anything for him when you bought
food for yourself at the store? I
hope so. It would have given
him, and possibly a family, something to be thankful for, too.
Wishful thinking does not flll an
empty belly. Too many people
look the other way or let "something else" capture their attention
and forget about the homeless
and poor. Yes, I also am thankful I
have a job and am not homeless.
There but for the grace of God go
I, or you. But I'm even more
thankful I can ease the suffering
of someone . else Jn worse . str~lts

than 1.
The true meaning of Than
giving is appreciating and tha
ing the Lord for what he has p
vided for each and everyone of
and using those provisions
thankfully give to others who
needs are greater.
Kathy Bry

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern
encourages letters to the edl
concerning any local, stat
national or international issue.
Letters should be less th
350 words. For the letter to
printed, the name of the aut
in addition to the author
address and telephone num
must be included.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
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fficials disappointed
hat Rives will resign
CHRIS SUNDHEIM

State legislators and city offils said Tuesday they are disointed in Eastern President
n Rives' announcement that
will leave the university in

y.
The officials, however, also
'd they remain confident that
tern will progress under new
dership.
Both state Rep. Mike Weaver,
-Ashmore, and state Sen. Harry
abe" Woodyard, R-Chrisman,
'd they are sorry to see Rives
ve his post.
"I'm sad that he's leaving. I
a good working relationship
'th him," Weaver said.
"I'm disappointed to see him
ve; he's done a super job as
sident. I am going to hate to
him go," Woodyard said.
Woodyard and Charleston
ayor Wayne Lanman said they
ere not surprised by Rives'
ove.
"It's not really a surprise. In
e summer and fall of 1990, I
thinking something like this
ight very well happen,"
Oodyard said. "Maybe it's best
is way for Eastern - only time
will tell."
"I don't know the whole story,
t I know he's been under a lot
of pressure," Lanman said. "I
ink (Rives' planned retireent) was a personal decision."
Weaver said he still supports
'ves despite the 14 months of
controversy surrounding his
inistration.
"That (the controversy)
depends on how much you 're
~illing to lay at his feet,"
Weaver said. "You can't always
convict a man for something his
employees have done. I don't see
any specific instance except that
the top guy is blamed for everything. If we 're going to give him
the blame then we should give
him credit for all the good he's
done, too."
Weaver added that he had
never seen a presidential evaluation by the Board of Governors
~ontinue for as long as Rives'
did.
"I was upset and called (BOG
Chair) Robert Ruiz to see why
the evaluation was taking so
long," Weaver said.
He said he was told only that
the issues delaying the evaluation centered around a "difference of philosophy" between

board members and Rives. But
Weaver said such an explanation
did not justify the four-month
evaluation of Rives.
Both state legislators agreed
that Eastern will continue to
progress without Rives.
"I can't be definite since I
don't know who his replacement
wilf be. But if we can find someone with (Rives') drive and dedication, we haven't lost quite as
much," Weaver said.
Woodyard said he is sure
Eastern can leave the controversy of Rives' administration
behind and move forward.
"These things have a way of
progressing," he said. "I've seen
other presidents leave under circumstances that would be as
controversial as Rives' and the
university pulled together and
moved on."
Woodyard added that he
thinks Rives' problems were
indicative of a change in the job
of university president.
"I've seen the university community change over the last 10
years, and not just at Eastern but
in all of higher education," he
said. "Presidents used to be very
involved with the academics and
baccalaureate. Now they're
being called on to do lots of public relations work. They have to
be all things to all people."
Weaver and Woodyard added
that they hope Rives' successor
will continue with his agenda,
particularly with capital development projects like the renovation of Buzzard Building and the
expansion of Booth Library.
"I'd like to see an independent
individual with enough power to
generate ideas like (Rives) has
done," Weaver said. "We've had
a lot of good ideas going on (at
Eastern) recently, and I'd hate to
see us drop the ball at this
point."
"I want to see a new president
that will progress into those
areas (in which Rives worked),"
Woodyard said. "I want the new
president to continue to attract
the dollars and the number of
students and the quality faculty
that Rives has."
Lanman said hopes Rives'
successor will continue to work
well with the community.
"I've enjoyed the relationship
I've had with (Rives). I hope the
next president will have the
same mutual respect relationship
that we've enjoyed," Lanman
said.
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Tonight

25¢ Beers
$1.50 Pitchers
No Cover -- All Nite
Come See Our New D.J.

SCOTT
·EDMUNSON

DAN KOONCE/ Photo editor ,

Lighting up the street
Rick Evans (left) and Jerry Tullock take down the existing street lights and put up new ones at the corner of
University Drive and Lincoln Avenue Tuesday morning.

Public Ivy label believed misleading
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor

Faculty Senate members
objected Tuesday to Eastern 's
self-administered label of public
ivy because the label as applied to
Eastern is misleading said Anne
Zahlan, Faculty Senate secretary.
Senate members objected to the
label for several reasons, but all
said the label was misleading
because the university did not
meet the standards of being a
public ivy school. For a school to
be a public ivy it must have
selective admissions, which
means admission to students with
a high grade point average in high
school, high Scholastic Aptitude
Test score and an emphasis on
more than academic criteria.

The school also must have
access to public and private
resources; high academic standards once a student is enrolled
and an emphasis on liberal arts;
and intangible prestige.
Several Faculty Senate members said the title of public ivy
would be a good ambition for
Eastern, while others said public
ivy schools are elitist, which is
not an admirable goal for Eastern,
Zahlan said.
Also at its Tuesday meeting,
the Faculty Senate formed three
subcommittees to deal with the
Faculty Issues and Concerns
Survey, which was distributed to
all faculty members in September
for the senate to better understand
the concerns of its constituents.
Zahlan said the three subcom-

mittees include Teaching, Service
and Creative Activity, which will
deal with such issues as research
and curriculum; Faculty Benefits,
which will deal with problems
with the health care plan, day care
for employees and other similar
issues; and Faculty Governance
and Morale, which will deal with
issues such as the input faculty
has in university governance.
According to Zahlan, the
Faculty Senate also decided to
send a statement to 'President Stan
Rives indicating the senate's plan
to use its 90-day consultation
period on the proposed code of
ethics that was revised by Rives.
The senate has a constitutional
right to 90 days for examining
any document proposed as a university policy.

Senate to focus on Rives' resignation
By BOBBY SMITH
Staff writer

The Student Senate's first meeting of the
semester is set for 7 p.m. Wednesday and will
focus on the recent decision by Eastern President
Stan Rives to resign.
Rives announced Dec. 30 that he will seek
approval from the Board of Governors regarding
his decision to step down as president as of July
31. The BOG is the governing body of Eastern
and four other state universities.
Tony Wielt, speaker of the Student Senate, said
the senate also will recognize a newly formed
campus organization, the United Student Union
for Racial Equality.

Wielt will be attending his second meeting as
speaker of the Student Senate. Wielt, who
replaced Blake Wood, former speaker of the senate, was elected at the senate's Dec. 4 meeting.
According to Wielt, a senate bill tabled at the
last senate meeting will be discussed at the meeting and prepared for a final vote. The bill deals
with the formation of a "Disabled Persons
Advisory Board".
Wielt said applications for both committee
chair positions and committee positions will be
selected at the meeting.
The senate will meet in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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J-Board hears 72 cases
during the 1990-91 year
By TERESA JOHNSON
Staff writer

According to a report from the
Judicial Affairs Office, 1,099 disciplinary referrals were reported
for student misconduct, on or offcampus, which resulted in disciplinary action for the 1990-1991
academic year.
Of those cases, 72 were heard
by the University Judicial Board
and 11 by the Student Judicial
Board.
The University Judicial Board
- also known as the J-Board provides hearings to resolve disputed allegations of academic
misconduct from one Eastern student or a group of students said
Keith Kohanzo, judicial affairs
director.
The board also provides a service to students whenever they
might have a complaint about
faculty members, another student, or university policy itself,
Kohanzo said.
The University Judicial Board
includes both faculty and students, and the Student Judicial
Board members are students who
hear residence hall disputes said
Jonetta Jones, director of
Minority Affairs.
Judi<;ial Affairs consists of two
judicial boards.
In the fall semester of 1991, 14
cases were heard by the
University Judicial Board. Nine
of those cases were alcohol related. One student was in violation
of condition of disciplinary probation. Four assault cases - of

which three were alcohol-related
and one was a sexual assault case
- were also handled by the board.
In all, 401 violations involved
underage possession of alcohol,
285 were possession of alcohol in .
a public area and 199 were for
excessive noise. Things such as
telephone harassment, fighting,
vandalism, parking fraud and
theft all had more than 50 categorical violations, according to
the board.
"It's difficult sometimes," said
Angie Flannigan, a senior history
major, who has been a member of
the judicial board for four years.
"The students and faculty work
together as equals, and I think it
is important for students to be
able to work together."
Kohanzo said academic violations are interesting and serious.
One case involved a collusion on
submission of a research paper.
Punishments varied for the
violations. About 724 students
received fines totalling $14,018,
and 362 received reprimands. A
total of 14 students were suspended from the university, and
seven were expelled.
Freshman received the most
referrals at 505 issued, sophomores had 343, and juniors and
seniors had 175 and 70, respectively. Graduate students had the
least problems with J-Board, having only five referrals.
Most of the complaints heard
by the board were initiated by the
housing staff and the University
Police Department, totalling 833
referrals.

The Dally Eastern N

Support Group
meeting to center
on weight topic

Mother's...
$1 Large Draft
$1 Drinks

By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

"Lose or Gain: Weighing the
Choices" will be the subject of the
Office Staff Support Group meeting at noon Monday at the
Rathskellar, located in the Matin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The meeting is open to all students and staff.
Theresa Strech, member of the
St Louis Dairy Council, will make
a 50-minute presentation concerning nutrition and weight. Strech,
who will make a slide presentation,
also made a presentation last year.
"She has different tips on health,
and she again will show slides on
her topic," said Red1th Campbell,
chair of the Office Staff Support
Group. "She will speak on a part of
dieting."
Campbell said this is a topic of
high interest to the public, as surveys handed out by the Office Staff
Support Group received responses
that nutrition and dieting are an
important subject
"In the past, several people
answered a survey saying they
wanted something on diets,"
Campbell said.
This is the first of the calendered
events for the Support Group for
the semester. Strech was rescheduled after her speech for the group
was a success last year, Campbell
said. All speakers are scheduled in
advance, according to Campbell.
The time frame was chosen for
office staff members so they could
eat lunch at the Rathskellar while
listening to Strech and return to
work on time, a release said.
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SCHOOL SUPPLIE
• Folders
• Pens
• Datebook
• Backpacks
• Calendars

Buy Your Wire-Bou~d
Notebooks Here ,

Now94¢
REG.

We have POSTERS!
From Tokens Music Department:
All the newest releases of your
favorite groups on CD & Cassett.e
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Free Food

.50¢ 12 oz. Drafts
$1. so Long Island Iced Tea
$1.Q.0 Pona Scum
$2.~ Pitchers
Jello Shots
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Instructor: Joanne Magalis

M 7:00-9:30

PSYCHOLOGY OF GENDER DIFFERENCES
Instructor: Gerard Soucier MWF 12:00-12:50

THE CHANGING WORLD OF WOMEN
Instructor: Melanie McKee R 11 :00-12:40

s
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IVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

EC SPORTS SHORTS
Tel~phone:

ice: Student Recreation Center Lobby

581-2821 or 581-2820 .

BASKETBALL OFFICIALS WANTED!!!
ENTRY DEADLINES
*Free Throws (M,W,CR) ................ Wednesday,
3 Point Shootout (M,W,CR) ........... Wednesday,
Basketball (M,W) ........................... Wednesday,
5'1 O" and Under Basketball (M) ..... Wednesday,
*Enter "on the spot"

January
January
January
January

15
22
22
22

The Division ot Recreational Sports will be taking applications for basketball officials beginning today. These are paid
positions and training will be provided. Individuals may play
and offiCiate! Experience preferred, but not required. For
more information contact the Intramural director at 581-2821.
-

· FACILITY RECREATION HOURS!!!

FREE THROWS
--Men's, Women's, or Co-Rec - Singles, Doubles, or Teams.
--Individuals will attempt 50 free throws. NO PRACTICE
SHOTS
--Contestants must register by 9:30 p.m. - No Exceptions!
--Event will run from 7:00-10:00 p.m.

----------------------11
3 POINT SHOOTOUT

--Men's, Women's, or Co-Rec - Singles, Doubles, or Teams
--Each participant shoots 25 balls from 5 designated spots
on the 3 point line.
--Entries taken beginning Wednesday, January 15 from 2-11
p.m. in the SRC Lobby.
--The preliminary round will be held Thrusday, January 23 at
7:00 p.m. in the SRC. The final round will be held on
Thursday, January 24 at 7:00 p.m. in the SRC.

BASKETBALL
--Men's and Women's Teams
--Teams consist of 5 players with a roster limit of 1O players.
--Play will be round robin leagues followed by playoffs .consisting of single elimination tournaments: Games will consist
of two 15 minute halves with a 5 minute halftime. (Clock runs
continuously except during the last 2 minutes of the game).
--Teams may choose a Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday League. Teams may choose to
play anytime between 5:00-10:00 p.m. with additional
leagues. opening up.
--Entries taken beginning Wednesday, January 15 from 2-11
p.m. in the SRC Lobby.
--Play begins Monday, January 27 in the SRC. --The MANAGER'S MEETING for Basketball wili be held
Thursday, January 23 at 6:00 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room.
All managers in attendance will receive an automatic "win"
for their team.

5'1 O" AND UNDER BASKETBALL
--Men's Teams
--All men must be 5'1 O or under
--Teams can also play in the regular Intramural Basketball.
Game parameter is the same as lntramuralBasketball.
--Teams may choose a Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday League. Teams may select to play
anytime from 9:00-10:00 p.m. with additional leagues opening up.
--Entries taken beginning Wednesday, January 15 from 2-11
p.m. in the SRC Lobby.
--Play begins Monday, January 27 in the SRC
--The MANAGER'S MEETING for 5'10 and Under Basketball
will be held on Thursday, January 23 at 6:00 p.m. in the
Lantz Club Room. all managers in attendance will receive an
automatic "win" for their team.

•

FACILITY
MON-FRI
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
Student Rec Center
7am-11 pm*
8am-1 Opm
1Oam-1 Opm
Lantz Building (1)
7pm-11pm*
1-10pm
1-10pm ·
Lantz Fieldhouse (1)
8pm-11 pm*
1-1 Opm
1-1 Opm
Lantz Pool (1)
7:30-8:45am 2-5 & 7-9 pm
2-5 & 7-9 pm
Racquetball Courts
8am-11pm*(2) 8am-10pm
10am-10pm
McAfee South Gym(3)
6-10pm(1)
1-10 pm(1)
1-1 Opm(1)
Buzzard Pool
12-1 ·&3-5pm 1-10pm(1)
1-10pm(1)
*On Friday the facilities will close at the regular time 1O p.m.
**The pool will be closed M-TH Februaary 3rd - March 5th, 1992
from 8:45-10:00 pm for Intramural Water Basketball.
(1) Athletic Events will take priority.
(2) Except when classes are in session Mon-Thur.
(3) Group Reservations or Structured Intramural Time
PLEASE NOTE: SAC/LANTZ FACILITIES (M-TH) WILL BE
CLOSED AT 1OPM STARTING MARCH 30, 1992.

AQUA AEROBICS!!!
WATER!!! It's the perfect environment for exercising, losing
weight, toning up, and relaxing. The Division of Recreational
Sports offers a program that will help you to obtain the many
benefits of exercise without stress or pain.
MONDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 & 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
7:00 p.m.
FRIDAY
5:00 p.m.
All Aqua exercises will be held in Buzzard Pool

AEROBICS!!!
BEAT THE RUSH AND GET READY FOR SPRINGBREAK
EARLY!! GET YOUR BODY READY FOR THE BEACH AND
ATTEND AEROBICS IN THE NEW SAC!! Aerobics classes consist of high, low, and moderate impact. All classes will be held in
the enclosed gym unless otherwise indicated. ·
MON-THURS .......... LEVEL
8:00 a.m .................. Low Impact
4:00 p.m .................. Low Impact ............. Northwest Gym
4:00 p.m .................. High Impact
*5:00 p.m ......... ,...... Low Impact ............. Beginners Class
5:00 p.m .................. High lmpact. ............ Northwest Gym
6:00 p.m .................. Low Impact ............. Northwest Gym
6:00 p.m .................. High Impact
FRI
4:00 p.m .................. Low Impact ............. Northwest Gym
4:00 p.m .................. High Impact
· ·
SAT
3:00-4:30 p.m ......... Low Impact ............. Northwest Gym
3:00-4:30 p.m ......... High Impact

.s..u.N
3:00-4:30 p.m ......... Low Impact ............. Northwest Gym
3:00-4:30 p.m ......... High Impact
*Open to Faculty/Staff, and Students who have no
previous aerobic experience.

STUDENT l.D. GRACE PERIOD
Students must have l.D.'s
validated with spring semester
stickers by JANUARY 10th
in order to enter the Student Rec Center.
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-28 t 2.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
5ERVIC£S OmnD
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED

Al>oPnON

RID£S/RIDERS
ROOMMATf.S
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The
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Bartender, part-time. Apply in
person at Brian's Place. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon . 234-4151 .
1/10
P~O~S~IT=l~O~N~S,----A-V_A_l_L_ABLE:

Developmental Trainers needed to work with developmental
disabled adults . TRAINING ,
CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Full and
part-time, start $4.60/hr. Apply
in person at 738 18th St.
:o.,---,----=-,---=----,5/ 1
Charleston Dairy Queen taking
applications for weekday lunch
hours . Apply at 20 State Street.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/14
Sitter needed for 2 boys M-W 9
a.m. -12:00 Noon: 348-7736.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/9

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED,
FOR A 2BR APT . SPRING
SEMESTER. 348-7746 DAYS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
One or two female roommates
needed. AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY . $110/mo . plus share
utilities. 345-2151 Kathy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/10
Female Subleasor needed .
Own room, fully furnished,
McArthur Manor . $150/neg .
spring, Opt. Summer. 348-1112
or 345-2231 .

~--------1/15

2 female roommates needed
for newly remodeled 3 bedroom
house , own room and bathroom, laundry facilities, first
month free rent and no security
deposit. call 345-1076 leave a
message.

~--------1/17

Subleasor needed now! $125
month+ 1/3 utilities. 345-5564.
=-:---:-::,.--:--=--::-:----1/22
Classifieds Sell!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/8

Dorm-size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent by the
semester. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5)1 .
Rooms for rent - 1808 Ninth ,
Charleston - Women Only. Mid
May to Mid August, also Fall
Semester 1992. Fully furnished ,
large kitchen, private parking
$150 per month and utilities .
(708) 789-3772.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/20
READY TO LEASE , for spring
semester. 3 bedroom apartments. Completely furnished. On
campus. As low as $138.00 per
person, per month. ROYALE
HEIGHTS
APARTMENTS
(behind White Hen) Call 3485312.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/9
Need 8 girls for furnished .
house. $170 each, 10-month
lease, August 1-June 1. Property at 1508 1st St. (across
from Long John Silvers). Call
Jan at Eads Realtor. 345-2113,
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 1

,• .• • • • •. •. .• .

Now renting for fall-2 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St . 3452231 .
=-.........,.---.,..-----.,--5' 1
Sleeping room for quiet, nonsmoking female . Near stadium.
345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/8
Nice, close to campus furnished houses for 1991-92
school year. Two people per
bedroom, 10 1/2 month lease,
$165/mo. 345-3148 evenings.

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

· · · • 1 •· · • 1AM1il••· ·~-···· · • •i • • : •.•. .•.• •.•.• •,

32 Doted on
ACROSS
34 Poem for
1 Phoenician god
singing
a Elmer and
35 Loose, crumbly
Elsie's baby
earth
9 Drinks like a
kitten
36 Doan
13 Border on a
upholsterer's
knight's shield
job anew
14 Fla. golf
37 - - -relief
tournament
38 Like measles,
15Affirm
mumps, etc.
16 Loesser' s
39 Norman city
transportation
40 Louis XIV. for
in 1946?
one
19Cockpit
occupants
41 Harangue
20 Lewis E. Lawes 42 With "The," Gus
was one
Bailey's
21 Ditto
transportation
22 Play the lottery
in1917?
23 With, in Bonn
45 Cambodian
21 With "Little,"
. coin
Prince's
48Terminus
transportation
in 1963?
47 Comic Carvey

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _ Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Houses for rent for Fall 1
and Spring 1993 leasing.
7 bedrooms all within
block of campus . Most
been completely redeco
· with new carpet , vinal,
paint. Call 348-0440
appointment to see hous

= - - - - - - - - , - - - , - - 511
Rooms in two attractive houses
near campus for female/male.
Furnished w/extras . 348-0203
& 345-1160.
,--:---:----;-----,--,----,-,,---, 1110
1 block north of Kracke rs:
1108-1114 4th St. 10-month
leases, August 1-June 1, $135
per person. 3 bedroom apartments , groups of 3 only. Paid
by semester. Call Jan or Charlotte at Eads Realtor . 3452113.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 Cash

--~-~----1/10

OLDTOWNE APARTMENTS
FOR RENT. '92-'93. FOUR
DIFFERENT LOCATIONS.
345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day .only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted alter deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run .

Eastern News

· • • ·• · · .·~~!•·• REm

One girl needed for Spring
semester only. Apartment
completely
furnished.
$160/mo., utilities paid. Call
345-7136.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass tonight at 9:00 p.m. at
the Newman Chapel (corner of 9th and Lincoln). Followed by Fellowship.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a Business Meeting today at 6:00
p.m. in the Effingham Room, Uriiv. Union.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have the Penny Loafers in
Concert tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Christian Campus House Located
South of Lawson Hall. Refreshments offered. Love offering will be
taken. Everyone is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides or info.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

Payment:

.!i:·••••I I ;'••••

Start the New Year
off right!

WITH AJOB!
Daily Eastern !Yews
Advertising Representatives are needed

applications are available
in North Oym BB-bldg

49 Actress Vivian
from Newark
53 Clarinetist Pete
57 Beatles'
transportation
in 1966?
59 Lacquered
metalware
60 Befuddled
61 Annoys
62 Wife of Geraint
63 Wine sediment
64 Kind of moss

DOWN
1 Winter pear
2A Guthrie
3 Drooping
4Alice's creator
s Covered with
dust
6 Crafts' partner
7 Opposite of
long.
a Bombastic
9 He played the
Cowardly Lion
10 Craving eagerly
11 Corn bread
12 Tchaikovsky's
"-Lake"
14 Star-crossed
17 Sounded like a
boom box
18 Means of home
entertainment:
Abbr.
22 Constricting
scarves?
23 O'Neill's " - Millions"
24 Perfect

25 Hit the bottle
27 Forty-niner's
property
21 Aga's associate
29 Gogol's"-Bulba"
30 Wall Street
transaction
31 Burstyn or
Glasgow
33 Called by
phone
37 Cassidy
portrayer

38 It's Wien to

Austrians
40 Publisher's
notice
41 Shock
43Gambling
mecca
44 Unburnt bricks
48 Anchor position
49 Computer unit

50 Novelist Uris
51 There: Sp.
52 ·--Three
Lives"
53 Melt togeth
54 Yorkshire riv
55 Durante's·
OinkaOoo"
56 Snuggery
saSault--M

WTW0-2
Night Court
Unsolved
Mysteries
Seinfeld
Night Court
Quantum Leap

Entmt. Tonight
College B-ball:

Married...
Dinosaurs

Purdue at Ill.

Wonder Years
Doogie Howser
Anything but Love
Civil Wars

48 Hours

News
Tonight

News
M•A•s•H

Letterman

Current Affair
Hard Copy

........

News
Love Conn.
Johnny B
Nightline

Wake Forest at
Virginia
College B-ball
Bost. Coll. at
Villanova
Sportscenter

Murder She ,
Wroter
Movie:
Driving like
Lightning
MacGyver

Night Court

Can Be Told
Movie:

Blue Water Hun. L.A. Law

Howling 5:
The Rebirth

Moyer

Movie:Born
to be Sold

Movie:

Challenge
Wings

Fatal Judge.
News

Who Teach for

Night Court
Kojak

America?
Being Saved?
State A!lress

Equalizer
Movie

Spenser : For
Hire
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd

I

1 •..

"'l1,.,

Malone
Disney

ams
Sanford
Movie:
Blue Hawaii

Little House
on Prairie

Star Trek Next
Generation
WKRP
Arsenic
Party Machine

Chimp Crusade
Gentle Giant
Wildlife Tales
Wildlife
Choppers
Fire Power

. . . . . ....

Combat
Flash Gordon
Film: Ships with
Wings

Movie:
Clambake
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ampus food services will change to new system
More changes are in store for Fall 1992
By CHRIS SEPER
a semester's-worth of surCampus
editor
and observations by the housoffice concerning residence hall
While food service changes
services, a new system of
will
be taking effect next week,
and what students can eat has
moves
to improve the food serput in place for this semester.
vice for the 1992 fall semester
e program, which goes into
are also ready, according to Lou
Monday, Jan. 3, will allow
Hencken, vice president of stuts to eat at any residence hall.
dent
affairs.
inning Feb. 3, students will
Along with new food IDs to
e the opportunity to choose
deli food in one line at the - be issued for that semester, both
Saturday and Sunday breakfasts
n Hall food service and a
and lunches will be combined
of hot dogs, bratwurst and
into a brunch, and three different
burgers in one line at Taylor
choices for a weekly meal plan
food service.
will be offered.
e switch came as a result of
AU the changes were ideas
t surveys taken by a 13-memdeveloped
by student surveys
student committee which
and a 13-member committee
several resident assistants,
consisting of resident assistants,
bers of the Residence Hall
members of the Residence Hall ,
iation and two Greek Court
Association and two Greek Court
ts.
presidents.
idea came about from surThe merging of breakfast and
" said Lou Hencken, associate
lunch
on weekends, according to
president of student affairs.
Hencken,
is due to a lack of peoe took those suggestions and
pie using the system. A total of 5
up with this idea right now.
took a lot of suggestions and
ts shared with the commit- dents with tight schedules, Hencken
said.
"We've never done this before,"
e hope that students take this
system and are pleased with he said. "We've had to make
assumptions where we think people
be added.
idea is to give the 5,600 stu- are going to eat I hope students are
who eat in food service more patient with us."
Hencken expects there to be an
om of where to eat and to
increase in students at the Gregg
Traid, Thomas Hall and Andrews

percent of on-campus residents in either January or February,
eat breakfast on the weekends, Hencken said.
The new food service IDs are
witl! some of those being the
food service workers themselves. a result of glitches found in the
"Anytime you lose food, you previous system - which took
lose money," Hencken said. effect in the 1991 fall semester "(When) you get students to get and to help switch to a new sysup to work the line and 10 or 15 tem of eating which takes effect
people come through out of a Monday, Jan. 13.
building that feeds 1,000, it says
The new IDs will be issued to
a lot of people are not using all students who are on housing
these meals.
contracts for the 1992 fall
"We knew a lot of people semester and will be distributed
weren't eating breakfast," he sometime in April , ·Hencken
added. "But when we see less said.
than 5 percent eating breakfast,
Even though all the new
we don't need it anymore."
arrangements are shaping up,
In other changes, the new Hencken pointed out that if necmeal option system would give essary changes will be made.
students an option of how many
"Nothing is set in stone ,"
meals they would purchase a Hencken said. "If we find there
week. An on-campus resident is a need for more than three
could choose 11 meals a week, meal plans or find that we need
14 meals a week or 18 meals a to change meal plans we have,
week.
we'll do it. They will be set for a
All three options would range year, and we have to make plans
in price, which is to be decided - for that."

Hall food services and a decrease in
the number of students at Carman
Hall for lunch. For the most part,
however, Hencken said there should
be no great change in the number of
students who eat at food service.
"Quite honestly, with the exception of Carman for lunch, most people are creatures of habit and eat
where they live right now," he said.

''There will be an occasional spontaneous moment where some group
of guys may say they want to eat at
Pemberton. We think we know how
things are going to go. We're just
going to have to monitor it all the
time."
Henken pointed out that East
Hall, International House and Greek
Court residents have had the option

this semester to eat wherever they
wanted.
After monitoring the three areas,
Hencken said students usually wind
up eating in the same ph1.ce.
The reason to have sole lines
dedicated to deli food in Stevenson
and hot dogs, hamburgers and
bratwurst in Taylor is a direct result
of student surveys, Hencken said.
For the most part, half the students
said they wanted more hot dogs and
similar foods, while the other half
asked for less of those foods.
"Each week (students) get a
menu and see what the main entree
is that we have planned," he said.
"If they don't like it, they can go
have deli or hamburgers."
The switch in food will cause no
extra cost to students or the university, Hencken said. The entire computer ID system was leased with a
base purchase cost at $30,000 and
$10,000 installments coming for
maintenance and lease costs each
year after.
One small system glitch that
Henken and his team have found is
a tendency for IDs not to work. The
company that the university used
for the service has acknowledged
there is a problem and as a result,
new IDs will be issued to students
in April free of charge.
"About 3 percent of people who
came through had a problem with
IDs not working," he said. "We're
waiting to April, and we're only
going to do it for those who signed
a contract to come back for next
year."

l~.~~9
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ent for summer-great
. Need two SUBLEA. Call Cara, Jennifer.
745. Park Place I.
1/10

~S:=':"U':':B':"-:LE::-:A-=s-=o=-R-:-N::::E-=EDED

1 male needed, own room,
$120/mo. 2 bedroom furnished
apt. $300/mo, include everything except electric. 348-5937.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/10

Granny, Candle, Bobbin &
Gang, WELCOME BACK :
Where the hell's Roger, up
withe playtex? Wax lip$, floor
fines, puking, Neil, snackers,
sigs/cigs & Pinky swears . For
the LUV OF CHRIST this
semester: EVEN BETTER!
Ponyboy & Dally.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/8
PARTY-MAKE TED ' S YOUR
PLACE TO PARTY TONIGHT
WITH QUARTER BEERS, NO
COVER ALL NIGHT. COME
SEE D.J. SCOTT EDMUNSON.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/8

DIATEL Y. 1 BLK · FROM
PUS. LOW RENT-ALL
ITIES INCLUDED. 5811/14

~=-=E~NT~S~'7
92~-~'97
3.-1,-and2

m apartments for 1-2-3
people. Near campus.

2416.

LOST: Yellow male cat w/grey
collar & bell. Reward offered. If
found, call 345-9794.
---,,-----,-,-------,,,...-1/10
Lose Something or Found
Something? Find it in the
Daily Eastern News Classifieds
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/8

lvin ..and
Hobbes
.

SECRET PASSIONS OF THE
CHRISTIAN WOMAN : a 6 week
course to help you understand the
source of your desires and how to
handle unfulfilled expectations .
Topics include The Passion for Significance, Security, Intimacy, Success, and Spirituality. Mondays,
Jan. 13-Feb. 17, 6-7:30 p.m. Materials: $5. For information and
enrollment call The Navigators,
348-5287.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1113
COME LISTEN TO GREAT
MUSIC TONIGHT AT TED'S WITH
D.J.
EDMUNSON. Q.B.'S
AND NO COVER ALL NIGHT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 118

by Bill Watterson
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

~'t

AS YOU KNOW,
/,./l</3
7D OPf3N l3Vt:l<Y se5S!CIV
CF aJR JOB·seeKIJRS 'ilJPPOF<T GROUP MTH Q(JJCJ<.1
Pf(()Fe95/0NAL- /N71i?tJCU,T/Q1/S!

scon

PARTY-QUARTER BEERS, NO
COVER ALL NITE. $1.00
AMARETTO SOURS, SCREWDRIVERS, ETC. COME SEE
D.J. SCOTT EDMUNSON _

scon

"' ~

n.115 O\l\J.._ BOA.RD W\.\~\ S\.\C)\)l\)
KNO'tiS All. M~O W't. {).5¥.. \I?
1E\l.S A\1-. .

JOE; MARY MARK, SUE, STEVE,
MICHELLE. SEE YOU AT TED'S
TONIGHT . Q.B.'S AND NO
COVER. COME SEE D.J.
EDMUNSON.

THIS UTS E?V&RYEJOCIY U'38
/<NOW UfO >tl'.I AR& JWP MfAT
YOUA/l&! Mlt<e, YOU UAP
a=F, ANP
GO C/..OCKIAJEie
AR{)(JNIJ 7H& '-.

weu

G/i?.()()P/

In1Mlt<e.
IMA
~

/..OSM..

*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: __________________
Address: ________ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

I

•.

Under Classification of: FOR S,ALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. _wordsldays _ _ _ _ _ __,Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Wrestlers place third at Duals
When Eastern wrestling coach Ralph
McCausland said his team was ready for the dual
meet season to begin, he was right.
The Panther wrestling squad placed third out of
seven teams at its trip to Illinois State University
for the Redbird Duals held Tuesday at Horton
Fieldhouse.
Eastern, which was looking to improve on last
season's 3-10 record have all ready equalled last
year's win mark. The Panthers scored a 24-20 win
over Marquette University in the first match.
Central Missouri State took a pounding from
Eastern in the second as the Mules fell over and
played dead with a 40-3 defeat to the Panthers.
The Central Michigan Chippewas handed the
Panthers its only loss of the day with a 20-16 win.
The Panthers, with its 2-1 pool record, went on
to wrestle the Southwest Missouri State Bears in

& NEED EXTRA MONEY?
~:::

Top Ten Reaso
To Look Forw
to Spring
Semester

National Marketing
Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses

the third place match. The Panthers won the
match 21-19.
Individual winners for the Panthers in the third
place match were: John Wentz, who recorded a
forfeit victory at 118 pounds; Gino Fioravanti,
who recorded a 13-4 victory over the Bears' John
Krause at 142; Aaron Vit with a pin at 150; Bob
Johnson recorded a pinfall win at 167 and Stan
Gress took an 8-2 decision over John Herger at
190.
Panther co-captain Ray Serbick fell to Terry
Hickey by a 1-0 decision in the Panthers final
match. Dave Marlow, the Panthers' other captain,
did not wrestle in the third place match.
The Panthers hit the mats in their home opener
Sunday when they host Northern Illinois at Lantz
Gym.

To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

10. New Teachers/N
Classes

9. Food Service
8. EIU Athletics
7. Your Roommate

-Staff report

Seaver, Fingers elected to Hall
. NEW YORK (AP) - Tom
Seaver, who turned the New York
Mets from a lovable loser into a
formidable force, was elected to the
Hall Fame Tuesday night in a
record vote along with Rollie
l<'ingers, while the banned Pete
ilose received 41 write-in ballots
that didn't count
Seaver, 311-205 lifetime, was
named on 425 of the 430 ballots for
a record 98.8 percent of the vote.
The previous high was set in 1936
by 1)' Cobb with 98.23 percent in
he first year of balloting.
Fingers, the career saves leader
with 341, was named on 349 ballots for 81.1 percent. A total of 323
votes were required for the 75 percent needed for election in balloting
by the Baseball Writers Association

of America.
"You never know what's going
to happen," said Fingers, the first
pitcher to make the Hall of Fame
with a losing record at 114-118.
"Last year people kept saying, 'I
was in. I was in. I was in.' And then
I wasn't. I'm glad it's over with, to
tell you the truth."
Orlando Cepeda finished third
with 246 votes, followed by Tony
Perez (215), Bill Mazeroski (182)
and Tony Oliva (175), Ron Santo
(136). It was Mazeroski's last time
on the ballot.
Seaver is the 23rd player elected
in the first year of eligibility, not
including the inaugural class of
1936.
George Thomas Seaver won
three Cy Young Awards for the

Mets, pitched 61 shutouts and
struck out 3,640, third on the career
list behind Nolan Ryan and Carlton
Fisk. From 1967 to 1977, Seaver
won 25 percent of the Mets' games.
He is the career Mets leader in
games (401), starts (395), complete
games (171), wins (198), innings
pitched (3,045.1), ERJ\ (2.57),
strikeouts (2,541) and· shutouts

road to Wisconsin-Green Bay,"
he said. "We need to get one on
the 'W' side of the column."
The Panthers starting lineup
is showing a different look since
school dismissed in midDecember. Rod McKinnis, who
started the first four of the
Panther wins this season, is out
for the season after injuring his
right knee and has undergone
orthoscopic surgery.
McKinnis, a senior from
Chicago, averaged 25 minutes
of playing time per game and
5.5 points and rebounds per
game. In his absence, Samuels
has tried both senior Dave
Olson afl9 freshman Andre
Rodrigue~ as starters in his
absence .....
"Rod's loss changes our team
personality," said Samuels of
McKinnis, who sat out his entire
first year at Eastern with knee

345-2466
CHEESEBURGER, FRIES &. 20 OZ DRINK

$319

Wednesday Only

4. Another chance to
raise GPA
3. Spring Break

FOOD SPECIAL

2. Graduation

Grilled Pork Tenderloin
Basket

$3.75
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

~ Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
~

Bar Hours

IJi'lii}.I

Sat. 11 .a.m.-1 a.m.

Advertise in The
Daily Eastern News!

1. PHI SIGMA SIG
SPRING RUSH

Always Having
Always Number
PHI SIGMA SIG
For Rides and Info.
Call 581-6769

Spaghetti Specia
Every Wednesda

..·
.·

I

4 'ti! 9 p.m.

pogHai's

::

PIZZA

1600 LINCOLN AVE.

345-3400

::
·=

$1.99 FULL ORDE
WITH GARLIC BRE
SORRY NO CARRYOUT

Late Nite Special

FREE Semi·Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick --Thicker than T
No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Otte

r1

~itness

Center: A Total Health Experience

I
SHAPE UP FOR SPRING
I
I
I •m:;:,~:;~
15 Tans for $25
I Workout For The Spring Semest

II
AMElllCAN
0

~

EXERCISE

Tues. & Thurs.
Wed. & Fri.

WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL
Lelnenkugel's Pitchers

Roland Glen Fingers was known
not only for twisting pitches, but
also for his twisting handlebar mustache. He was a sub-.500 pitcher as
a starter before he found his niche.
Fingers finished in 1985 with a
career record of 114-118 and a 2.90
ERA, pitching nine seasons for
Oakland, four for San Diego and
four for Milwaukee.

<: 0 l.: N (: 11.

Women's Haircut $10.00
Men's Haircut $8.50

5. Charleston Night

$3.00

changed with him out."
Rodriguez, who stands 6foot-7 and hails from Oak Park,
has been given the starting nod
against the Raiders with Olson
playing his regular role as the
Panthers sixth man.
C 0 N F E R E N C E
"Olson is capable of plying in
Mid-Continent Conference Standings
that starting role, but we like the
Conference Overall
· chemistry that Rodriguez gives
Wis.-Green Bay
2-0
10-1
us," Samuels said. "It helps us if
Illinois-Chicago
2-0
5-6
2-1
4-7
Northern Illinois
Dave can come off the bench
1-1
5-5
Akron
and provide the (scoring)
EASTERN
0-0
5-3
Western Illinois
0-0
4-4
spark."
Wright State
0-1
4-5
Rodriguez, who scored six
0-2
7-5
Cleveland .$tate
Valparaiso
0-2
3-8
points and pulled down four
rebounds in his first collegiate
Wednesday's games
start at Nebraska, has the task of
EASTERN at Wright State
Evansville at Valparaiso
trying to hold Edwards in check.
What may seem to be a tall
Saturday's games
Valparaiso at EASTERN
order for a freshman, Samuels
Wright State at Wisc.-Green Bay
has confidence in Rodriguez'
Illinois-Chicago at Western Illinois
Northern Illinois at Southern Illinois
defensive ability saying, "Andre
is a good defender. He has long
problems and was redshirted. arms and good footwork. He has
"Rod typified the heart of our the physical ability and it will
team. Our chemistry will be be a great challenge for him."

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

(44).

Panthers opener
• From page 12

6. Losing those
Christmas Pounds

* Personalized Training
* Computerized Equipment
* Life Cycles
*Aerobics

Only $65

* Diet Advice
* Stair Machine
*Weights
*Karate

L------------

1618 Jackson St.

345-1556
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Bulls
6 to 8 correct - Not bad, but
the Bulls did have a franchise
before Jordan and Pippen came
to town.
9 or 10 correct - You can
scream "da Bulls" as loud as
you want and proclaim yourself
"da fan."
"DA BULLS!"
- Don O'Brien is the sports
editor for The Daily Eastern
News.

"From page 12
danaires" in the media,
hael wasn't the only fan
rite. The Bulls had a cult
• A guy who stood 7-feet
d had a balding scalp.. He
ed in the last minutes of
outs and wore number 31.
is that infamous Bull?
estion 9: Now for an easy
before the grand finale.
t is the name of the Bulls
ot and their dance team?
uestion 10: Everyone
ws that Jordan wears num23. My question is what curNBA personality wore that
ber as a member of the
during the 1970s?
After that little test of
wledge, do you really think
are a Bulls fan?
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2 correct - I hope you got
Bulls 1991 World Champ'p shirts on sale.
Scorrect - It is nice to see
recent installation of Sports
noel paying off in other

·z

:S.13A\SUV

Panther Sport Shoppe
_ Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5

1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

l\TELCOME B ...&\CK NE\V YEAP.S SALE!
TODAY ONLY
2 Tanning Beds • New Bulbs and Face Tanners
9AM·5PM
Entire Store
unless otherwise marked

~

·~

BASKETBALL

REEBOK

~~~\~fl·m

.,,

~

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD

EIU

JACKETS
25°/o off

G

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

Champion

~

v

Men's
Womens

25°/o off

Reg.Price
ENTDmSTOCK

SPORTING GOODS

~~:K SHOEST

ADIDAS
SAUCONY

25°/o

BALLS
BATS
GLOVES

Off

~
...... \.iloseout
7PM·9PM
Entire Store
unless otherwise marked

ENTIRE STOCK

SHOES

NIKE, REEBOK't ADIDAS, SAUCONY,
ASICS, RETORN, AVIA

DIVISION I

NIKE

BIU
Sweatshirts & T's

30°/o off

• Flower Bouquets
• Balloon Bouquets
• Stuffed Animals
• Plants
·Mugs

345-3919

~NH~;~~·~sN'S

T-SHIRTS

Clothing

MIAMI

30°/o off

MICHIGAN
& OTHERS

ALL SHOES

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

30°/o
off

DUKE

NIKE
REEBOK
AS I CS
SAUCONY
TREToRN
AVIA

•

STILL

~

30 - 7 5°/o Off

RUSSELL ATHLETIC

STARTER PKO

12oz. $18.50
JACKETS
Keg. 9!!L
TIT.50 Pro COttOn
lrreg. $6.95 High Cotton $16.00 Back Patch .... $99~
Youth Sizes ..... $9.~
Regulars ........ $62~

Professional
Visit Our Stylists:
LeAnn, Joyce, Michelle and Sheila
Paul Mitchell, Redkin, Biolage
Hours: Mon - Thurs 9-8
Fri & Sat
9-5
610 W. Lincoln
West Park Plaza (next to the new IGA)
Charleston
345-6363
I

~

'.

EIU

EIU JACKETS

CUSJ&\,ic~/~D

BLANK.... $34~ S..XL
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NIKE CLOTHING
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SPORTING GOODS

UMBKO
STILL

40°/o off

PKO tlt COLLEGIATE
HATS
INCL.· SIZED

30010 off

40°/o off

ENTIRE STOCK

CHAMPION

Reverse Weave Crewnecks
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NOW $.32.~
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Panthers open conference ·
schedule at Wright State
By DON O'BRIEN
Sports editor

•
After posting a 5-3 non-conference
mark, Eastern 's men's basketball
Panthers are . set to start their MidContinent
Conference
schedule
Wednesday in Dayton, Ohio when they
face the Mid-Con's newest member,
Wright State University at 6:30 p.m.
CST.
Wright State, which was previously an
independent, is in its first season as a
member of the Mid-Continent and lost its
first ever Mid-Con game to the
University of Illinois at Chicago 92-69
and sport an overall mark of 4-5.
"Wrigh! State is a very athletic team
and are one of the taller teams in the conference," said Panther head coach Rick
Samuels. "They have just struggled a bit
with their chemistry."
The Raiders are led by pre-season AllConference First Team selection Bill
Edwards. Edwards, a 6-foot-8 junior and
the lone forward on the guard dominated
first team, leads the Mid-Con in scoring
with 20.7 points per game and pulls
down a team-high 8.1 rebounds a game.
The Panthers, who have lost three

games in a row after winning their first
five of the season, have the unenviable
ta~.k of trying to beat the Raiders on their
~ b~~.e floor. Wright State is 17-3 in their
· t~.oy~ar .old, 10,632 seat Nutter Center.
"They just took a spanking in their
conference opener and are coming home
for their first ever conference home contest and it will give them a good chance
to regroup and recover," Samuels said.
"We are going to have to show a lot of
character if we are to weather that
storm."
"We just didn't play well against
Illinois-Chicago and they shot the lights
out," s-aid Raider head coach Ralph
Underhill, ~ho has a 286-96 record in his
13th year at Wright .State. "We-have been
up and down all year."
Wright State led all Division I schools
with an average jump of 6,000 more people attending the Raider games in 199091 than the year previous. With Wright
State back in session, Underhill expects
most of the seats in the Nutter Center to
be filled.
"A conference win would help right
now before we have to go back on the
.,. Continued on page JO

A first day of school test
for all Chicago Bulls fans
Da Bulls, da bulls, da Bulls.
It seems like everyone is singing the bat-

tle cry made famous by the Saturday Night
Live "Superfans." It is great to see everyone
backing the Bulls, but to me many of these
new found Bulls fans "are just hopping on
the bandwagon.
It isn't that hopping on the bandwagon is
anything new to the world of sports, it is
just that it is back in vogue to support the •
team that is winning. Take rap star Hammer Don
for instance. Hammer, who became a devout
fan of the Atlanta Falcons over the past few O'Brien
weeks, is guilty of being a bandwagon fan. - - - - - - - •
He may have had the Falcons singing that they were "Too legit
to quit," but do you think that he knew that the man who rushed
for a pair of touchdowns last Sunday, Gerald Riggs, happens to
•
be the Falcons all-time leading rusher?
A true fan would remember things about his favorite team.
Which leads me back to all of those new found Bulls fans. During
a round table discussion between myself and a few of my newsroom colleagues, I quizzed them on Bulls triviit:--~s I expected
not too many of my questions were answered corred1y. So I now
have what I believe to be an honest litmus test to see 'rt:~ou are
.
truly a Bulls fan or are just along for the championship ride\
Question 1: Who was Michael Jordan's backcourt rum~ing
mate in his rookie season with the Bulls?
\
Question 2: Scottie Pippen was traded to the Bulls on draft
day. Who was he traded for and from what team?
Question 3: In Jordan's second year with the Bulls he went
down in the third game and sat out much of the remainder of the
' season. Who took up the scoring slack for the Bulls in his
absence?
Question 4: Before the 1990-91 season the Bulls best year was
the 1974-75 season when they were defeated in the conference
finals. Who coached that Bulls squad?
Question 5: The Bulls celebrated their 25th anniversary over
the past year. Who was the first coach of the Bulls?
Question 6: Way back in 1979 the Bulls were within a coin
flip of getting the chance to snag the number one draft position, a
spot that meant they would of had the first shot at Magic
Johnson. The Bulls, who lost more often than not in those days,
lost that flip. Who did they choose with the second pick in that
draft?
·
Question 7: Jordan was selected third in the 1984 draft. What
two players were picked before Jordan and by what teams?
Question 8: During the days when the team was called the
"Continued on page 11

SHANNON THOMAS\Staff photogr

Steve Rowe slices through a pair of Creighton defenders during the Panthers recent t
game roadtrip. The Panthers open their Mid-Continent schedule Wednesday at Wn
State.

Mccaa part of Lady Panther shuffl
KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Eastern women basketball
team's disappointing 3-6 record,
which includes 'two losses in the
Gateway Coriference, has -forced
coach Barbara Hilke to make
some adjustments to the Lady
Panther line-up.
The most recent change was
the addition of off-guard Karen
McCaa to the starting five in the
Wichita State contest Saturday.
"We are getting our starting
players from practice effort,"
Hilke said. "Karen practices
hard. Her work ethic is what is
holding us together right now.
She is a very competitive player,
probably one of the most competitive players on the team".
McCaa started last season
controlling the point, however,
the 5-foot-8 junior was not a true
point guard. In the first eight
games of this season, McCaa's
role was coming off the bench to
play the number two guard.
Losing a starting position didn't
seem to matter to McCaa.
- -.:'..Of course everybody loves to
start, but I'll play what ever role
I can to help this team win,"
McCaa said. "If that means starting a game, great, if it means
coming off the bench and giving
the team a lift, then that is what I
am going to do.
"It doesn't matter who is on
the floor or who is on the bench
because we always pull for each
other because we are a family.
We all win when Eastern wins."
"She's a starter from last year
who didn't start this year. She
has no problem with that," Hilke
said. "She mentally stays up and ·
tough and is a real inspiration to
her teammates and the coaching
staff. She's a kid you love to see
everyday a~ractice . She's going
~·

to give it all every day at practice".
"Last yea!\ we didn't really
have a true point guard," said
Mccaa. "Sara (L'osenegger) and
I just tried to do the best we
could at the point. I was frustrated because we had so many
great post players last year and I
didn't think I did a very good
job ,Of getting them the ball as
much as I should have.
"I wish I would have a better
point guard because our big girls
inside were so tough. Stacy
(Frier.dich) and Beverly (WilIiams) were All-Conference. I
think we could hav~ been a better force in the conference if I
would have fed them the ball a
,
little better."
McCaa added, "But that's in
the past now and this year we
are really fortunate to' have
' Nicky Polka. She takes 'a· lot of
tbe, pressure off of us. She can
dish off and find the big girls
underneath."
Hilke said she can't guarantee
Mccaa will be in the starting

line-up because her point
duction may not be as g
when there is a man-todefense opposed to when the
a zone defense.
"(McCaa) is a better play
the off guard position," Hi
said. "She can do more thi
She's a great three point sho
given the time to set and sh
We play an awful lot man
man defense then she'll hav
change her game because of
she's not shooting the ball
right now."
"Most teams in the Gate
play man-to-man and so wh
team finally goes to a zone I
a excited," McCaa said,
averaging four points per ga
Currently the Lady Pant
on a three game losing str
McCaa said the team is pu
those games behind her.
"We are not going to dwell
our losses. We learn from
and move on. We have a lo
games ahead of us," McCaa
· "We are staying together
and them team is really cl
and very positive. We just h
to believe we can do and I t
we can.
"I think, this year, we have
the right people in all the ri
places and if just get our c
dence up and get a little rh \
going and get on ~ "".in str
we'll be okax."
\ ' ,
McCaa also
said
that
\
would li.ke to emerge as a l
\{or the Lady Panthers.
' ." I'd like to step forward
be· a leader for our team,"
said. "I. haven't been shoo
the ball well lately I just h
put the ball in the hole."
Mccaa ,attP-nded Colum
North High School in Indi
She ~et school record. for m
points, .assists and steals in
prep career.

